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A Product So
Revolutionary,
it has Changed the Face of
Manufactured Housing.

StoneSkirt is The Right Choice
When you investigate skirting, look for durability,
longevity and distinctive design. Analyze various
materials, inspect other established homes whose
skirting has been
installed for several
years and talk to other
homeowners. You will
discover that your
skirting decision is
critical to your home’s
appearance and value.
StoneSkirt adds a
unique, lasting appearance to your home. With
StoneSkirt your home becomes more inviting, more
distinguished and more valuable.

The New Choice
StoneSkirt is a major breakthrough in manufactured
housing, turning a historical problem into a remarkably
attractive, timeless solution. The segmental concrete
units are easy to install, will never need to be repaired or
replaced and protect your investment for the life of your
home. StoneSkirt is the ultimate solution that
homeowners have been waiting for.

And, the Choice for Quality

Very Versatile and Easy to Install

StoneSkirt is Durable

StoneSkirt can be easily installed on new or existing
homes. Plus, when the terrain around your home
changes - StoneSkirt changes, too.

StoneSkirt’s is resistant to factors that damage or deface
most other types of skirting.
䡲 Damage from natural elements (wind, snow, hail)

The combination of lightweight units and patented IBeam technology allows for a fast, easy and economical
installation. StoneSkirt’s mortarless design eliminates the
need for expensive, trade labor.

Finishes and Color Choices
Available in a wide variety of textures and colors,
StoneSkirt has the design appeal and aesthetic versatility
you require.

Your home reflects warmth, comfort, personality and
pride. You have chosen it with care, selected the site and
made the commitment. Perhaps you have lived in the
home for several years. If so, you know that one single,
very important choice significantly affects your home’s
appearance and value… the skirting that surrounds your
home. StoneSkirt’s segmental concrete unit design is
resistant to those factors that damage or deface most
other types of skirting.
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Colors may vary by location. Actual color samples available by request.

䡲 Abuse from equipment (mowers, string trimmers,
snow blowers)
䡲 Aging (twisting, bending, rusting)
StoneSkirt comes with a 20 year limited warranty.

